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To the Editors

We thank  the  author of the Letter to the Editors entitled 
‘Before blaming levodopa/carbidopa intestinal gel for demy-
elinating polyneuropathy, all differential aetiologies must be 
ruled out’ [1] concerning our article [2]. The author points out 
the need for thorough differential diagnosis in all Parkinson’s 
disease (PD) patients treated with LCIG (levodopa/carbidopa 
intestinal gel), before identifying this medication as causing 
polyneuropathy (PNP). 

We do agree that before making the diagnosis of Guillain– 
–Barré syndrome (GBS)/chronic inflammatory demyelinating 
polyneuropathy (CIDP), all the differential diagnoses listed in this 
Letter to the Editors [1] should be excluded. This is crucial espe-
cially when considering the introduction of intravenous immu-
noglobulins (IVIG) treatment. Such a decision should always be 
made with great caution because the treatment itself is indicated 
only in a limited number of illnesses, is limited in its access, and 
generates high therapy costs. The authors of the referred papers 
on single cases usually make the diagnosis of GBS/CIDP-like 
neuropathies, which might suggest that the differential diagnostic 
was in fact performed. However, data from referred papers on the 
performed differential diagnosis is scarce and — as mentioned in 
this Letter to the Editors [1] — may be a limitation of this review. 
Nevertheless, we have made only a review of the existing literature 
and we have presented already published data.

The problem of GBS or CIDP following an infection or vac-
cination against SARS-CoV-2 might also be another limitation  
of the discussed review. However, despite the article being 
published in the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic period, all of the 
patients (including our patient) were diagnosed several years 
before the pandemic began. 

Regarding our case report presented in the ‘clinical  
vignette’ with the pre-existing nerve damage, we were aware 
of this condition. However it was asymptomatic. Our patient 
did not suffer from any other illnesses except for PD and PD-
-related mild dementia, and only rivastygmine treatment was 
introduced shortly before the PNP diagnosis. Furthermore, no 
unequivocal conclusion on whether the LCIG caused the PNP 
was made in this particular case. 

Patients with long-lasting Parkinson’s disease (PD) are usu-
ally treated with high levodopa (LD) doses. It has been proven 
in previous papers [3] that PNP in PD may be related to high 
homocysteine levels and its neural toxicity may be triggered 
by LD therapy. This is usually of the axonal type, but in this 
paper [2] we discussed the far less common demyelinating 
type. As PNP due to LCIG therapy is common, it is easy to 
miss such a potentially treatable cause. We advise physicians 
to look carefully at the type of neuropathy and not to exclude 
patients from something that is usually a ‘last chance’ treatment 
of choice in advanced PD. 

Our aim was to emphasise the possible demyelinating form 
on neuropathy; however, we agree that there was uncertainty 
as to whether this was LCIG-related or just a coincidence.

  Again, the fact of limited access to detailed clinical data, 
i.e. that our paper was based on the available historical cases, 
was discussed at length in our paper. No unequivocal conclu-
sions should be made upon such data, and no such conclusions 
were presented by us. We concluded that all patients starting 
LCIG therapy should be carefully examined (both clinically 
and electrophysiologically) to detect those at risk (with initially 
mild symptoms) of developing any type of neuropathy. Those 
patients should be thoroughly monitored during therapy. 
Indeed, this is routine procedure at our centre.  
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